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Motivation (1/3): FLFP in Indonesia
Female labor force participation (25-65 years old)

Indonesia’s labor market survey (SAKERNAS) 1988-2015.
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Motivation (2/3): Education access
Years of schooling, female (25-65 years old)

Indonesia - Labor Force Survey (SAKERNAS) 1988-2015.
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Motivation (3/3): Social norms
WVS 2006: When job are scarce, men should have more right to a job than
women - 54.2% of total respondents agreed.
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Literature

- Fernandez, et al (2004) and Fernandez (2013) on mother
transmitted belief on son and daughter. This transmission amplifies
cultural change towards evolution of how society values female
participation in labor market.

- Bisin and Verdier (2001) on cultural transmission of ethnic and
religious traits. Akerlof and Kranton (2000) on social norms and
self-image

- Two channels: (1) Mother in law; (2) Mother - gender role attitudes
(Farre and Vella, 2013).

- Morrill and Morrill (2013) estimate that for every mother (mother’s
in law) that decide to participate in labor market, the probability of
daughters to participate increase by 7.4% (4.1%)

- Recent literatures: Bertrand, Camenica, and Pan (2015),
Jayachandran (2019)
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Conceptual framework

- Labor supply decision as function of expected wage of husband (if
married) and own wage and cost of participating in labor market
(child bearing cost, social norm cost, etc)

- How much social norm cost depends on belief about gender
equality transmitted from previous generation

- Transmission follows socialization process depends on importance
of self-image.

- Child belief’s choice considers what family/ parental belief and
value of what society belief. Also important, how much child want
to conform family or society beliefs.
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Research questions

- Does intergenerational link on female labor force participation
(FLFP) exist?

- How community belief affecting the transmission?
- Potential mechanism: nurture? (Jayachandran, Dhar, and Jain,

2019)
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Data and identification (1/7): Indonesia Family Life
Survey
IFLS run by RAND Cooperation and available at no cost:

- A nationally representative, panel survey that collects detailed
informations on individuals, households, and communities.

- First wave conducted in 1993 (7,224 households), later called
IFLS1. The last or the fifth wave surveyed in 2014 (15,351
households).

- Tracking down both original and split-off household.
- Baseline in 1993 was sampled over 13 provinces representing 83%

of of population.
- Low attrition rate. In IFLS5, 90.5% surviving IFLS1 respondents

were successfully re-interviewed. As comparison, PSID1 attrition is
50% after 15 years.

1Panel Survey of Income Dynamics
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Data and identification (2/7): Sample restrictions

- Pair of daughter (biological) and mother who lived together
(important restriction) in IFLS 2 (1997).

- Include single-mother household but exclude single-father
households.

- Restricts to female aged 2-22 years old in 1997 (6,058 obs).
- Daughters must appear in labor market module in 2014.

- Labor market module answered individually by all members aged
≥15 years old.

- Response rate may lower, if respondend was seriously ill, refused to
answer or not in present.

- Final sample observations: 4,173 daughters.
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Data and identification (3/7): Sample restrictions
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Data and identification (4/7): Summary statistics

Daughter’s characteristics (mean).
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Data and identification (5/7): Summary statistics

Mothers’s characteristics (mean).
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Data and identification (6/7): Estimation
Prefered specification: Linear probability model.

Pr (DWorks)i,h,j,2014 = β0 + β1MomWorki,h,j,1997 + β2Urbani,h,j,2014

+ β3MomWorki,h,j,1997 × Urbani,h,j,2014

+ βk
4 × X k

i,h,j,2014 + βl
5 × Z l

h,j,1997

+ γj + εi,h,j (1)

- Dworks: Dummy for daughter’s LFP in 2014
- Mworks: Dummy for daughter’s LFP in 1997
- Urban: Dummy if daughter lives in urban area in 2014
- X : n × k vector of daughter’s characteristics
- Z : n × l vector of mother’s characteristics
- γ: Province fixed effects
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Data and identification (7/7): Controls
Mother (household) characteristics

- mother’s education
- father’s education
- wealth status

Daughter (household) characteristics
- daughter’s year of schooling
- daughter’s child bearing: number of children in household
- daughter potential earning
- family income
- husband income

Labor demand
- gender wage gap
- province fixed effect
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Results I (1/3): Intergenerational link in FLFP
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Results I (2/3): Discussion

- Morill and Morill (2013) find 0.047 - 0.74, varies over daughter’s at
age of exposure to Mother’s participation in US using General
Social Survey data and 0.030 using Survey of Income and Program
Participation dataset.

- Comparing with other covariates, the size is 4 times bigger than
the effect of additional year of schooling.

- We see there is a positive intergenerational link in FLFP, but mainly
driven by those who lived in urban area.

- From summary statistics, we also can see daughter’s participation
is much lower for rural area.

- What could possibly explain this? Different norms? Lack of
demand for higher education? Migration
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Results I (3/3): Urban vs rural trends

SAKERNAS, 1988-2015
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Results II (1/3): Community beliefs

At community level, IFLS asked couple of questions related to the
common practice and traditional law (adat), including:

- Is a woman allowed to obtain a living outside the house, according
to common practice in this community?
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Results II (2/3): Results
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Results II (3/3): Discussions

- Suggestive evidence that community who has pro-gender equality
norms strengthen intergenerational link.

- Community norms effect is significant only at urban area.
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Results III (1/3): Possible mechanism

- Gender attitudes and norm transfer. Daughter observes mother’s
attitudes in labor market and at household.

- There is a question asked to married couples on household
decision making with 11 different decisions: child-care,
house-maintenance, labor participation, daily chores, holiday, etc.

- I create a variable that capture share of decision that made by
daughter (mother) in 2014 (1997).
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Results III (2/3): Household decision making

Want to test

Mhousedec97m,h,j = β0 + β1Mwork97m,h,j + βk ×Zm,h,j,1997 +γj + εm,h,j
(2)

and

Dhousedec14i,h,j = α0 + α1Dwork14i,h,j + αl × Xi,h,j,2014 + γj + ζi,h,j
(3)

as well as:

Dhousedec14i,h,j = α0 + α1Mhousedec97i,h,j + αl ×Xi,h,j,2014 +γj + υi,h,j
(4)
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Results III (3/3)
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Robustness check

- Transmission link persists for those who move to other household.
- Transmission link persists for woman at different age of choices.
- Transmission link persists when estimated using mother’s

participation in 1996 and 1995, with smaller size.
- Also find evidence there is no correlation between current mother

and daughter’s FLP status.
- I follow Oster (2017) procedure to produces bias-corrected beta

coefficient. Resulting smaller but still significant positive
correlation between mother and daughter’s FLP.
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Conclusions

- I find evidence of (relatively small) intergenerational links in female
labour force participation in Indonesia.

- Intergenerational link has stronger effect for women in urban area.
- I find mother’s household decision making affecting daughter’s

household decision making. Another evidence of nurture argument.
- Community belief matters

Future directions:
- Incorporate migration issue. Labor mobility for female
- Heterogeneity based on choice of occupation
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Appendix
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A1. Results with individual controls shown
Daughters
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A2. Robustness check
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A3. Ommited variable bias

Oster (2017)
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A4. (Part a): Religiousity traits at individual
- The survey asked: “How religious are you in scale 1-4?” (1: Very
Religious - 4: Not religious)

- I create dummy of people who are “very religious”.
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A5. Result II (Part a): Results
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A6. IFLS
Illustration of IFLS dataset from LaFave & Thomas (2017)
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